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Summary

The Internet paradigm permits information
searches to be made across wide-area networks where
information is contained in web pages and/or whole
document collections such as digital libraries.
These new distributed information environments re-
veal new and challenging problems for the IR com-
munity.  Consequently, in this TREC experiment
we investigated two questions related to information
searches on the web or in digital libraries: (1) an
analysis of the impact of hyperlinks in improving re-
trieval performance, and (2) a study of techniques
useful in selecting more appropriate text databases
(database selection problem encountered when faced
with multiple collections), including an evaluation
of certain merging strategies effective in producing,
single, ranked lists to be presented to the user
(database merging problem).  

Introduction

There is an increasing interest in hypertext sys-
tems, digital libraries and in effective web searching
[Bernes-Lee 94].  Due to the huge number of pages
and links, browsing cannot be viewed as an adequate
searching process, even with the introduction of ta-
bles of contents or other classified lists (e.g.,
Yahoo!) [Alschuler 89].  As a result, effective query-
based mechanisms for accessing information will al-
ways be needed [Halasz 88].  The search engines
currently available on the web [Leighton 99],
[Gordon 99] are hardly able to cover all available
information [Lawrence 99] and they are characterized
by many drawbacks [Hawking 99a].  Moreover, in
order to enhance their retrieval effectiveness, most of
them ignore hypertext links.  Recent works in IR on
the web seem to acknowledge that hyperlink struc-
tures can be very valuable in locating information
[Marchiori 97], [Kleinberg 98], [Brin 98],

[Chakrabarti 99], [Bharat 98];  and according to
Chakrabarti et al. [99]:

"Citations signify deliberate judgment by the
page author.  Although some fraction of cita-
tions are noisy, most citations are to semanti-
cally related material.  Thus the relevance of a
page is a reasonable indicator of the relevance
of its neighbors, although the reliability of this
rule falls off rapidly with increasing radius on
average.  Secondly, multiple citations from a
single document are likely to cite semantically
related documents as well."  [Chakrabarti 99,
p. 550-551]

With small variations, similar hypotheses are
also cited by other authors [Kleinberg 98], [Bharat
98].  Our previous studies on citation schemes
[Savoy 94], [Savoy 96a], [Savoy 97], [Picard 98]
tend to suggest however that citation information
might improve average precision, but only on the
order of 5% to 8% when used with good retrieval
schemes.   

The first chapter of this paper verifies whether or
not hyperlinks improve retrieval effectiveness, and
describes a set of experiments we have conducted
within the described web track.  In the second chap-
ter, we describe experiments on the ad hoc track.  In
this case, we acknowledge that currently it is beco-
ming more and more difficult to store and manage
the growing document collections within a single
computer.  Recent advances in network technology
do however allow us to disseminate information
sources by partitioning a single huge corpus (or dis-
tributing heterogeneous collections) over a local-area
network (Intranet).  Most retrieval mechanisms cur-
rently proposed however are based on conventional
IR models [Salton 89], and where a centralized do-
cument collection is assumed.  
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To access these distributed collections, our IR
model sends a request to several separate and se-
lected text databases (each having its own search
engine) on the one hand, and on the other, it implies
merging of the resultant output lists in the form of
an "optimal" single list to be presented to the user.
Thus, our approach must address the following
problems [Dreilinger 97]:

• selecting the appropriate set of information servers
to which the query will be sent (collection selec-
tion problem);

• converting the information need into a format
readable by the selected search engines (e.g.,
based on the Z90.50 protocol for inter-system re-
trieval [Kahle 93], or on STARTS model
[Gravano 97]);

• selecting and sorting the result lists obtained by
different information servers to form a unique re-
sult list (database merging problem).

Chapter two of this paper reflects our interest in
addressing the first and last problems, both of which
may be viewed as serious.  To evaluate our hypo-
thesis, we used the SMART system as a test bed for
implementing the various vector-processing
weighting schemes along with the OKAPI proba-
bilistic model [Robertson 95].  This year our expe-
riments were conducted on an Intel Pentium III/450
(cache: 1MB, memory: 256 MB, disk: RAID0
EIDE with 2 x 27 GB) and all of our experiments
are fully automated.  

1. Small Web Track

Our participation with the web track addresses
the following questions:  (1) are the logical sections
of HTML pages useful for improving retrieval (e.g.,
is it beneficial to give more weight to words appear-
ing in the title or H1 section)?  (2) Are the logical
sections of TREC topics useful for improving retrieval
(e.g., when considering long queries {Title,
Description and Narrative}, and is worthwhile in-
creasing the weight of search terms appearing in the
title section of the topic)?  (3) Is it useful to remove
words without important meaning from the topic
description (e.g., "relevant", "find", etc.)?  (4) Do
hyperlinks provide useful evidence in enhancing a
search engine's retrieval?

Some statistics describing the web collection are
listed in Table 1 and other characteristics are des-
cribed in [Hawking 99b].  Of note is that this corpus
possesses 1,171,795 hyperlinks leading to an avera-

ge of 4.73 hyperlinks per page (used primarily for
navigational purpose across the web site).  Relative
to the web which is currently estimated to contain
about 800 million web pages [Lawrence 99], our test
collection might be viewed as being relatively
small.  There is consequently the risk that a large
portion of the hyperlinks between pages having dif-
ferent URLs (defined as the IP number) will be un-
usable, because the destination node will very likely
be outside of the collection.  According to our com-
putations, there were 2,797 hyperlinks to pages on
different hosts, representing 0.24% of the total.
Moreover, most of these links were grouped in clus-
ters (e.g., one or a few web pages from one site point
to one or a few web pages from another site).

In order to proceed with our evaluation, we used
the non-interpolated average precision at eleven re-
call values, based on 1,000 retrieved items per
request.  To determine whether or not a given search
strategy is better than another, we need a decision
rule.  The following rule of thumb could provide
serve as such a rule:  a difference of at least 5% in
average precision is generally considered significant
and a 10% difference is considered material [Sparck
Jones 77, p. A25].  

1.1.  Evaluation of Various Weighting Schemes

For the web track, we have conducted different
experiments using various weighting schemes
within the vector-processing model (denoted using
SMART parlance, see Appendix 1) and the OKAPI
probabilistic model.  To adjust the underlying
parameters of the OKAPI search model, we have
used advl = 900, b = 0.9, k1 = 2.   For the LNU

weighting scheme, where the parameters are set to:
slope = 0.1 and pivot = 125.  From the average pre-
cision over eleven recall values shown in Table 2,
we find that the probabilistic model provides the
best performance, significantly better that the vector-
scheme (doc=LNU, query=LTC).  For example, with
short requests (title only), the OKAPI model results
in average performance levels of 23.49 and 20.17 for
"doc=LNU, query=LTC", leading to a significant
difference of 16.46%.  Moreover, the traditional tf x
idf weighting scheme (doc=NTC, query=NTC) does
not perform very satisfactorily.  Finally, the simple
term-frequency weighting scheme (doc=NNN,
query=NNN) or the simple coordinate match
(doc=BNN , query=BNN ) result in poor retrieval
performance.    
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Size (in MB) 2,000 MB
# of web pages extracted from 969 URLs 247,491
# of distinct indexing terms in the collection 1,850,979
# of distinct index terms / web page
mean   218.25
standard error 326.42
median     125
maximum 22722
minimum 1
# of indexing terms / web page
mean  554.295
standard error 1402.86
median   213
maximum 179,303
minimum 1
time required to build the inverted file

(user time) 26:28
elapsed time 1:44:44

# of relevant web pages (100 queries) 8,868
from Topic #351 to Topic #400 6,589
from Topic #401 to Topic #450 2,279

Table 1:  Small Web Collection Statistics

Precision  (% change)
       \  Query Title Title & Desc Title, Desc & Narr
Model   \  Mean Search Terms 2.4 terms 5.71 terms 14.71 terms
doc=OKAPI, query=NPN 23.49 27.39  (+16.60%) 30.34  (+29.16%)
doc=LNU, query=LTC 20.17 23.84  (+18.20%) 24.15  (+19.73%)
doc=ATN, query=NTC 25.53 27.45  (+7.52%) 29.01  (+13.63%)
doc=NTC, query=NTC 11.11 12.18  (+9.63%) 12.16  (+9.45%)
doc=LTC, query=LTC 12.38 14.22  (+14.86%) 15.32  (+23.75%)
doc=LNC , query=LTC 8.61 10.99  (+27.64%) 12.56  (+45.88%)
doc=LNC , query=LNC 5.18 7.01  (+35.33%) 7.81  (+50.77%)
doc=ANC , query=LTC 7.04 9.56  (+35.80%) 10.82  (+53.69%)
doc=NNN, query=NNN 6.42 4.15  (-35.36%) 3.76  (-41.43%)
doc=BNN , query=BNN 12.18 9.71  (-20.28%) 4.65  (-61.82%)
search time (user+system) / request 0.3033 sec. 0.5279 sec. 0.8185 sec.

Table 2:  Average Precision of Various Indexing Strategies

For all experiments, the retrieval status value was
computed according to the inner product.  Thus, for
the "doc=BNN , query=BNN" weighting scheme, the
score was computed according to the number of
terms in common with the request and the docu-
ment.  For the "doc=NNN, query=NNN" scheme,
this similarity value was adjusted by the term-fre-
quency information.  

Three different query formulations were consi-
dered:  (1) using only on the Title section (T),  (2)
using both the Title and Descriptive sections (T-D)
or  (3) all three sections (Title, Descriptive and
Narrative, noted T-D-N).  The data in Table 2
shows that the retrieval effectiveness is significantly
enhanced when topics include more search terms.
However, such a finding does not hold when using
the simple coordinate match (doc=BNN ,
query=BNN ) or the simple term-frequency weighting
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scheme (doc=NNN, query=NNN).  This phe-
nomenon seems to indicate that search terms ex-
tracted from the Descriptive or Narrative sections
demonstrated less discrimination ability.  

Table 2 summarizes our various experiments.
However, the average precision depicted in this table
is based on different methods of preprocessing that
we will discuss in the following sections.  

1.2.  Preprocessing of Long Topics

In our previous TREC experiments, we removed
110 forms from the topic descriptions (e.g., "docu-
ments", "relevant", "identify", "identifies", "identify-
ing", "describe", …).  In the current experiment, we
added 47 new stop-words to be removed from topic
formulations (e.g., "article", "evidence", "at-
tributable", "various", "ways", …).  Both stop-lists
were established manually according to the seman-
tics of the given word in order to improve the
discrimination between the relevant and non-relevant

documents.  Table 3 depicts retrieval effectiveness of
the extended stop-list when considering medium
size queries (T-D) or long requests (T-D-N).   The
improvement is more effective when facing with long
requests, but this effect is not the same for all
weighting schemes.  Moreover, reducing the number
of search terms also reduces the search time.  We
hope to improve retrieval performance further by re-
moving other words that seem to have poor discrim-
ination value, such as the word "year".  

It is our opinion that search terms appearing in
the Title section of topic description have a greater
ability to discriminate, and for long queries (T-D
and T-D-N), we duplicate such search keywords.
The retrieval effectiveness results as shown in Table
3 indicate that such techniques may marginally in-
crease average precision, especially with long
requests (T-D-N).  For the following experiments,
we have adopted this query modification.    

Precision  (% change)
                 \  Query Title & Desc Title, Desc & Narr
Model Short Long Stop-List Short Long Stop-List
doc=OKAPI, query=NPN 21.59 21.32  (-1.25%) 21.85 22.67  (+3.75%)
doc=LNU, query=LTC 18.98 19.24  (+1.37%) 17.61 17.92  (+1.76%)
doc=ATN, query=NTC 23.13 23.26  (+0.56%) 21.74 23.71  (+9.06%)
doc=NTC, query=NTC 10.41 10.16  (-2.40%) 9.65 9.87  (+2.28%)
doc=LTC, query=LTC 12.66 12.67  (+0.98%) 13.26 13.26  (0.00%)
doc=LNC , query=LTC 11.84 10.80  (-8.78%) 12.48 11.70  (-6.25%)
doc=LNC , query=LNC 6.29 6.77  (+7.63%) 6.48 6.89  (+6.33%)
doc=ANC , query=LTC 10.02 9.48  (-5.39%) 10.69 10.63  (-0.56%)
doc=NNN, query=NNN 2.79 3.45  (+23.66%) 2.19 2.38  (+8.68%)
doc=BNN , query=BNN 8.42 9.07  (+7.72%) 3.89 4.12  (+5.91%)

Table 3:  Average Precision With and Without Considering Additional Stop-Words

Precision  (% change)
Model   \  Query (Title & Desc) Original Preprocessed
doc=OKAPI, query=NPN 21.32 27.43  (+28.66%)
doc=LNU, query=LTC 19.24 24.21  (+25.83%)
doc=ATN, query=NTC 23.26 27.40  (+17.80%)
doc=NTC, query=NTC 10.16 12.26  (+20.67%)
doc=LTC, query=LTC 12.67 14.31  (+12.94%)
doc=LNC , query=LTC 10.80 11.16  (+3.33%)
doc=LNC , query=LNC 6.77 7.11  (+5.02%)
doc=ANC , query=LTC 9.48 9.62  (+1.48%)
doc=NNN, query=NNN 3.45 4.14  (+20.0%)
doc=BNN , query=BNN 9.07 9.71  (+7.06%)

Table 4:  Average Precision With and Without Preprocessing of WWW Pages
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1.3.  Preprocessing of Web Pages

From the original WWW pages, we retained the
following logical sections:  <title>, <h1>, <center>,
<big> and for delimiting document boundaries:
<docno>.  Thus, the most common tags <P> (or
<p>, together with </P>, </p>) have been removed.
Text delimited by the tags <DOCHDR>,
</DOCHDR> were also removed.  As shown in
Table 4, preprocessing of web pages significantly
improves retrieval effectiveness.  

The retrieval effectiveness achieved by this pre-
processing of web pages is depicted in Table 4.
This approach seems to significantly improve ave-
rage precision.  For the following experiments, web
pages will therefore be preprocessed.  

1.4.  Impact of Retrieval of Title and H1 Logical
Sections

From the resulting web pages, we may consider
that some logical sections may contain more valua-
ble indexing terms than others.  In order to evaluate
such hypothesis, we consider the Title and the H1
sections as potentially useful sections.  Table 5a
presents the retrieval effectiveness achieved when
doubling or tripling the frequency of occurrence of
words appearing in the Title section.  Tables 5b ex-
poses the same result when considering the H1 logi-
cal section.

Of course, varying the importance of terms ap-
pearing in the title or in the H1 sections does not
modify the retrieval effectiveness achieved by the
simple coordinate match (doc=BNN , query=BNN )
for which the retrieval status value is computed ac-
cording to the number of terms in common in the
request and WWW pages.

Precision  (% change)
Model   \  Query (Title & Desc) Title 1x Title 2x Title 3x
doc=OKAPI, query=NPN 27.43 27.49  (+0.22%) 27.39  (-0.15%)
doc=LNU, query=LTC 24.21 24.17  (-0.17%) 23.88  (-1.36%)
doc=ATN, query=NTC 27.40 27.65  (+0.91%) 27.84  (+1.61%)
doc=NTC, query=NTC 12.26 12.08  (-1.47%) 11.78  (-3.92%)
doc=LTC, query=LTC 14.31 14.17  (-0.98%) 14.11  (-1.40%)
doc=LNC , query=LTC 11.16 11.07  (-0.81%) 10.79  (-3.32%)
doc=LNC , query=LNC 7.11 6.95  (-2.25%) 6.75  (-5.06%)
doc=ANC , query=LTC 9.62 9.55  (-0.73%) 9.52  (-1.04%)
doc=NNN, query=NNN 4.14 4.16  (+0.48%) 4.17  (+0.72%)
doc=BNN , query=BNN 9.71 9.71  (0.00%) 9.71  (0.00%)

Table 5a:  Average Precision when Varying <Title> Weights

Precision  (% change)
Model   \  Query (Title & Desc) H1 1x H1 2x H1 3x
doc=OKAPI, query=NPN 27.43 27.39  (-0.15%) 27.29  (-0.51%)
doc=LNU, query=LTC 24.21 23.84  (-3.02%) 23.92  (-1.20%)
doc=ATN, query=NTC 27.40 27.45  (+0.18%) 27.52  (+0.44%)
doc=NTC, query=NTC 12.26 12.18  (-0.65%) 11.95  (-2.53%)
doc=LTC, query=LTC 14.31 14.22  (-0.63%) 14.02  (-2.03%)
doc=LNC , query=LTC 11.16 10.99  (-1.52%) 10.84  (-2.87%)
doc=LNC , query=LNC 7.11 7.01  (-1.41%) 6.80  (-4.36%)
doc=ANC , query=LTC 9.62 9.56  (-0.62%) 9.54   (-0.83%)
doc=NNN, query=NNN 4.14 4.15  (+0.24%) 4.15  (+0.24%)
doc=BNN , query=BNN 9.71 9.71  (0.00%) 9.71  (0.00%)

Table 5b:  Average Precision when Varying <H1> Weights
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1.5.  Indexing Limited to Specific Logical
Sections

In retrieving information from the web, it can be
interesting for reasons of efficiency to index a given
page based only on the title field, or using both the
title and H1 logical sections.  According to the data
depicted in Table 6, one can see that the inverted file
is reduced by a factor of ten.  Such an indexing ap-
proach however reduces the retrieval performance to a
large extent, as shown in Table 6.   

1.6.  Pseudo-Relevance Feedback

It is recognized that pseudo-relevance feedback
(blind expansion) is a useful technique for enhancing
retrieval effectiveness.  Thus, we have evaluated the
OKAPI search model with and without query expan-
sion to verify whether or not this technique might
improve retrieval performance when faced with diffe-
rent query formulations (such technique is known to
be time-consuming).  In this study, we have adopted
Rocchio's approach [Buckley 96] with α = 0.75, β
= 0.75 and the system is allowed to add 17 search
terms to the original query during feedback which
are extracted from the 30-best ranked documents.
The resulting retrieval effectiveness is depicted in
Table 7a.  

Pseudo-relevance feedback results in satisfactory
and significant enhancement over baseline perfor-
mance.  This improvement is more important when
dealing with short queries (2.4 search terms in
average).  

1.7.  Hyperlinks

Based on our previous studies on citation
schemes [Savoy 96a], [Savoy 97], [Picard 98], we
have taken hyperlinks into account to hopefully im-
prove retrieval effectiveness.  The common point of
spreading activation techniques [Cohen 87] used in
our previous works [Savoy 96a], [Savoy 97] and the
probabilistic argumentation systems (PAS) [Picard
98] used here is to consider links as a way of im-
proving the initial ranking of documents.  

Instead of directly trying to use the hyperlinks for
retrieval, we believe it is better to understand how
they relate to the relevance of a document, and to es-
timate to what degree this relationship holds
(Section 1.7.1).  Then we will apply the spreading
activation technique and PAS to integrate these
links into the retrieval process (Section 1.7.2).
Finally we will draw some conclusions on the po-
tentiality offered by links for retrieval on the web, in
regard of the experimental results obtained (Section
1.7.3).

Precision
Model  \ Query (Title & Desc) All Sections Title Only Title & H1
doc=OKAPI, query=NPN 27.43 3.00 3.47
doc=LNU, query=LTC 24.21 3.03 3.55
doc=ATN, query=NTC 27.40 3.01 3.81
doc=NTC, query=NTC 12.26 2.97 3.51
doc=LTC, query=LTC 14.31 2.99 3.65
doc=LNC , query=LTC 11.16 2.70 3.03
doc=LNC , query=LNC 7.11 2.28 2.23
doc=ANC , query=LTC 9.62 2.71 2.78
doc=NNN, query=NNN 4.14 1.88 0.60
doc=BNN , query=BNN 9.71 1.30 0.93
inverted file size 465.02 Mb 49.00 Mb 50.10 Mb

Table 6:  Average Precision Using Different Logical Sections of Web Pages

Precision  (% change)
Model   \  Query Title Title & Desc Title, Desc & Narr
doc = OKAPI, query = NPN 23.49 27.39 30.34
with query expansion 29.55 (+25.80%) 31.36  (+14.49%) 30.74 (+1.32%)

Table 7a:  Average Precision of Blind Query Expansion
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Search Time in sec. (% change)
search time (original) / request 0.3033 0.5279 0.8185
search time (expand) / request 4.570  (+1406%) 4.748 (+999%) 5.138  (+527%)

Table 7b:  Search Time per Request (in sec.)

1.7.1.  Relationships between Hyperlinks and
Relevance

The hypothesis underlying our experiments is
that hyperlinks contain some information about rele-
vance.  Before starting experiments, it is therefore
certainly advisable to have a better understanding of
how and to what degree links are sources of evidence
about relevance.  This can be enlightening and can
help in determining which techniques better fit the
particular situation at hand.

Our main idea in using hyperlinks is to consider
tthat they may propagate some score or probability.
But when should a link propagate information to
other documents?  Clearly if the document is not
relevant, this will not tell us much about the linked
documents.  However if it is relevant, one should
expect that there is some probability that the linked
documents will also be relevant, or in other words,
that the link is "valid".  Obviously, the higher this
probability, the greater the link's information about
relevance.  It would then be interesting to estimate
this probability using a training set, in order to get
an idea on what can (and cannot) be expected from
links.  For this purpose we used Topics #351 to
#400.

A possible technique for estimating this link
probability is the following.  For each relevant
document, we compute the fraction of linked
documents that are themselves relevant, then we
compute the average of this fraction on all queries
(Algorithm 1).  An objection to this method is that
some documents are linked to more than one rele-
vant document, and will have a higher probability of
being relevant.  To avoid an upward biased esti-
mate, we exclude these documents from computa-
tion, and compute the probability in the same way
as Algorithm 1 (Algorithm 2).  Finally, the link
probability might vary largely between queries,
mostly because the number of relevant documents
can vary by one or even two orders of magnitude.  In
order to keep a few queries from dominating the
computation, we take Algorithm 2 but compute the

median instead of the mean (Algorithm 3).  The re-
sulting probability estimates are given in Table 8.  

From data depicted in Table 8, one can find that
depending on the algorithm used, the estimate may
vary greatly.  The experiments presented in the next
subsection make direct use of this probability, and
work better for the smallest estimates found with
Algorithm 3.  This finding strongly suggests that
this value is a better estimate of the link probability.
It is lower than equivalent estimates found with the
CACM collection (based on bibliographic references
rather than hyperlinks).  

Other experiments, which are not displayed here
evaluated the impact on a document's probability of
relevance, given that it is linked or not to one of the
five best ranked documents.  It seems that being
linked to one of the five best ranked documents does
not affect the probability of relevance for the 25 best-
ranked documents, and increases it slightly for
higher ranks.  This result tends to confirm that hy-
perlinks should have a small impact on retrieval
effectiveness.  

1.7.2.  Experiments

For the two techniques, we only considered only
links from/to the 50 best-ranked documents.  We
took the initial rank and score of each document, and
computed a retrieval status value (spreading activa-
tion) or a degree of support (PAS), after the integra-
tion of link information.  Documents were then
reranked according to this new score/degree of sup-
port.

We first experimented with the simple technique
of spreading activation.  In that method, the degree
of match of a document and a query, as initially
computed by the IR system (denoted s(D)), is pro-
pagated to the linked documents through a certain
number of cycles using a propagation factor.  We
used a simplified version with only one cycle and a
fixed propagation factor λ for all links of a certain
type (incoming or outgoing).  In that case, the final
retrieval status value (RSV) of a document D linked
to n documents is:
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Estimation Method Incoming Links Outgoing Links
Algorithm 1 0.145 0.106
Algorithm 2 0.066 0.090
Algorithm 3 0.062 0.051

Table 8:  Probability Estimates of Links for Our Three Algorithms

RSV(D) = S(D)  +  λ .  ∑
i=1

n
  S(Di)        

We experimented with several values of the pro-
pagation factor λ.  Even for the smallest values of λ,
a deterioration in retrieval effectiveness resulted, and
this deterioration increased monotonically for in-
creasing parameter values.  This tends to show that
simple and intuitive techniques, which produced sa-
tisfactory results in other retrieval environments, do
not seem to perform well in this situation.  It is our
opinion that hyperlinks seem to provide less infor-
mation than do the bibliographic references or co-
citation schemes used in our previous studies.  

In a second set of experiments, we used proba-
bilistic argumentation systems (PAS) [Picard 98].
For this study, we used a simplified version of our
approach where a document's degree of support (and
thus its rank) can be affected only by its direct
neighbors.  In that case we do not need to keep track
of inferences, and can derive a simple formula which
can be understood as a more refined way of spreading
activation.  Instead of propagating a document's
score, we propagated its probability of being rele-
vant.  This probability was multiplied by the pro-
bability of the link, denoted p(link), and then as-
sessed according to Section 1.7.1.  To compute the
probability of relevance of a document given its rank
p(D | rank), we fitted a logistic regression
[Bookstein 92] to its rank for the set of training
Topics #351 to #400.

The individual contribution of a document Di is

then p(Di | rank) . p(link), instead of s(Di) 
. λ used

with the spreading activation technique.  In the case
where a document had more than one source of evi-
dence indicating relevance, the spreading activation
technique summed the individual contributions.  In
the PAS technique, the initial rank of a document
and the contribution of each linked document were
considered as different sources of evidence.  A source
of evidence ei has a certain probability p(ei) to being

valid, and the degree of support (DSP) of a document
is computed as the probability that at least one of
the source of evidence is valid.

DSP(D) = 1 -  ∏
i=1

n
  (1 - P(ei))        

Experiments using all incoming or outgoing
links did not demonstrate any improvement.  We
then decided to include only the most important
sources of evidence:  the initial rank of the document
D, the best incoming document Din and the best
outgoing document Dout.  Taking p(linkin) and
p(linkout) as the probability of incoming and outgo-

ing links, a document D has the following degree of
support:

DSP(D) = 1 - (1 - p(D | rank)) .

(1 - p(Din | rank) . p(linkin)) .

(1 - p(Dout | rank) . p(linkout))

For the values of p(linkin) and p(linkout) com-

puted with Algorithm 3, we obtained improvements
of between 1% to 1.5% for Topics #351 to #400.
Other values of these probabilities did not yield
higher retrieval effectiveness.  The results obtained
on Topics #401 to #450 are given in Table 9.
However, hyperlinks may be valuable for other pur-
poses;  for example, citation information have been
used to define co-citation clusters for better visuali-
zing the relationships between disciplines, fields,
specialties, and individuals papers [Small 99].  

1.7.3.  Official Web Runs

Our official run (UniNEW2Ct, content-only) re-
sulted in an average precision of 31.50, 41 times
above the median and for the two queries (#424,
#434), it displays the best results.  The related offi-
cial run (UniNEW2Link, content & links) shows a
small but not significant degradation in average per-
formance.    
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Official Run Name Average Precision # ≥ Median # Best
UniNEWCt 27.39 34 0
UniNEWLink 27.47  (+0.29%) 44 3
UniNEW2Ct 31.50 41 2
UniNEW2Link 31.37  (-0.41%) 44 9

Table 9:  Summary of Our Official Runs for the Web Track

1.8.  Summary of Results

The various experiments carried out within the
web track showed that:

- Hyperlinks do not result in any significant im-
provement (at least as implemented in this
study).  Link information seems to be marginally
useful for retrieval on the web, especially when
the retrieval system produces relatively high re-
trieval effectiveness;

- Pseudo-relevant feedback techniques (blind query
expansions) result in significant improvement but
they increase search times (by a factor of ten in
our implementation);

- Longer topic descriptions (Title & Description or
Title, Description and Narrative) improve the re-
trieval performance significantly over short
queries built only from the Title section;

- Preprocessing web pages (removing some logical
sections) improves retrieval effectiveness signifi-
cantly;

- Preprocessing long requests (removing very
common search terms and duplicating search
terms appearing in the Title section) increases the
average precision marginally;

- Duplicating words appearing in the Title or H1
sections of web pages before indexing does not
enhance average precision;  a small but not si-
gnificant degradation may appear;

- Limiting the indexing process to words appearing
in the Title and / or H1 logical sections of web
pages reduces the size of the inverted file by a fac-
tor of ten.  Such an approach however seriously
affects retrieval effectiveness.

2. Distributed Collections

To evaluate the retrieval effectiveness of our dis-
tributed IR model, we formed four separate sub-col-
lections according to the source of the available
documents.  Table 10 summarizes various statistics
about these four sub-collections and depicts general
statistics of the collection named TREC8.  

In this study with our distributed IR model, we
assumed that each search engine used the same in-
dexing scheme and the same retrieval procedure.
Such a distributed context reflects a local area net-
work more closely than does the Internet where dif-
ferent search engines may collaborate to search for
information [Le Calvé 99].  Our approach may be
more closely identified by the following characteris-
tics.  In the first stage and based on the current
query, our IR model must select the more appropri-
ate set of sub-collections on which the search will be
done (Section 2.2, see also [Callan 95], [Xu 98],
[Fuhr 99], [Hawking 99a]).  Based on this selection
procedure, the query will be sent to the selected text
databases and depending on the results, the system
will merge them into a single result list to be pre-
sented to the user (Section 2.3).

Before describing the collection selection and the
collection fusion approaches, Section 2.1 identifies
retrieval effectiveness measures achieved by various
search models with the whole collection and with
each of our four sub-collections.  These results from
this evaluation are useful in our context, since our
investigations are not limited to a single search
model.  Rather, they may be used with different
search strategies, leading hopefully to a more general
conclusion.   

2.1.  Environment

In order to obtain a rough idea regarding the re-
trieval effectiveness of our sub-collections compared
to that of the whole TREC8 collection, we con-
ducted different experiments using various weighting
schemes, the vector-processing model (denoted
using SMART parlance, see Appendix 1) and the
OKAPI probabilistic model.  To adjust the underly-
ing parameters of the OKAPI search model, we used
advl = 750, b = 0.9, k1 = 2.  For the LNU weight-

ing scheme, we set the parameters to: slope = 0.2
and pivot = 150.    
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Collection FT FR FBIS LA Times TREC8
Size (in MB) 564 MB 395 MB 470 MB 475 MB 1,904 MB
# of documents 210,158 55,630 130,471 131,896 528,155
# of distinct index terms / document
mean 124.4 131.16 141.56 158.46 136.84
standard error 93.26 127.95 125.04 124.11 114.54
median 101 128 107 122 108
maximum 3,050 23,517 5,677 5,040 23,515
minimum 6 2 6 10 2
# of indexing terms / document
mean 195.62 320.11 267.2 262.86 240.89
standard error 172.66 1,128.3 598.82 248.5 501.35
median 151 289 168 184 171
maximum 13,761 211,944 61,300 16,100 211,934
minimum 6 2 10 10 2
# of distinct indexing terms 375,499 196,220 502,099 337,492 1,008,463

min idf 0.092 .  10-4 0.1845 .  10-4 0.0805 .  10-4 0.3794 .  10-4 6905.49 .  10-4

max df 210,156 55,629 130,470 131,891 264,765
time to build the inverted file 32:01 12:55 24:33 33:06
from Topics #301 to #450
     # of relevant documents 4,903 844 4,410 3,535 13,692
     # of queries 144 69 116 143 150
from Topics #301 to #400
     # of relevant documents 3,233 638 2,743 2,350 8,964
     # of queries 95 50 60 98 100
from Topics #401 to #450
     # of relevant documents 1,670 206 1,667 1,185 4,728
     # of queries 49 19 43 45 50

Table 10:  Statistics on TREC8 Collections

Precision
     Collection FT FR FBIS LA TIMES TREC8

49 queries 19 queries 43 queries 45 queries 50 queries
Model 1,670 rel. 206 rel. 1,667 rel. 1,185 rel. 4,728 rel.
OKAPI - NPN 40.00 38.27 33.75 31.11 29.65
LNU - LTC 34.17 25.64 25.50 26.94 24.57
ATN - NTC 33.96 35.56 30.65 27.90 26.25
NTC - NTC 18.63 17.35 13.92 15.79 13.09
LTC - LTC 23.60 30.85 22.59 21.15 17.49
LNC - LTC 25.28 23.75 20.32 24.67 19.40
LNC - LNC 18.26 11.24 12.42 21.86 12.05
ANC - LTC 24.39 26.20 20.53 23.04 17.51
NNN - NNN 6.97 3.25 2.71 6.90 1.61
BNN - BNN 9.00 5.74 5.04 3.65 3.12

Table 11:  Average Precision of Isolated Collections (Query = Title, Desc & Narr)
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The results depicted in Table 11 show that the
retrieval effectiveness of each sub-collections was
higher than that of the whole collection, but it must
be remembered that the number of queries and the
number of relevant documents were not the same
across all sub-collections.  We do think however
that this information indicates that a good selection
procedure may enhance the retrieval effectiveness
compared to the average precision achieved from
using the whole collection.  

2.2.  Selection Strategy

As a first attempt to define a selection procedure,
we wanted a strategy that, based on the current re-
quest, might produce a binary outcome, specifying
whether or not the underlying sub-collection con-
tained pertinent document(s) or not.  Our challenge
was to define an automatic procedure that would
answer to the question "Does this collection (with
its search engine) provide a satisfactory answer (at
least one relevant document) to this question?".
Therefore, the expected answer was not an integer
value specifying the number of records to be re-
trieved from the underlying sub-collection but a bi-
nary outcome.  With such a procedure, the computer
could be aware of the limits of its knowledge, know-
ing when it does not know.  

In this study, we wanted to verify whether or not
past requests might be useful sources of evidence for
such selection purposes.  To achieve this, we de-
fined a selection procedure based on the k-nearest
neighbors (k-NN) technique that works as follows
(see also [Voorhees 95], [Voorhees 96], [Savoy
96b]).

For each new topic Q, the system found the k
nearest neighbors in the set of all existing requests
Qj, j = 1, 2, ..., m (m = 149, k = 3, cosine mea-

sure).  The three-best ranked past requests were re-
trieved and the system determined whether or not,
for those three requests, the underlying sub-collec-
tion contained any pertinent records.  Based on the
majority rule, the system might decide whether or
not to conduct a search into the underlying sub-
collection.  

During the testing stage of our system (based on
Topics #301 to #400), we noticed that the FT sub-
collection contained pertinent information for 95
queries out of a total of 100, while the LA sub-col-
lection had relevant documents for 98 queries.

Therefore, we decided, for each new request (Topics
#401 to #450), to search in both the FT and LA
sub-collections without considering our selection
procedure.  On the other hand, based on the training
requests (Topics #301 to #400), the FR collection
may produce relevant information for 50 queries and
the FBIS sub-collection for 60.  Therefore, we apply
our selection procedure only for these two sub-
collections.  

The complete evaluation of our decision rule is
given in Tables 12.  First, in Table 12a, the deci-
sion taken by the system is represented in the rows
while the true state of Nature is depicted in the
columns.  For example, the number "8" indicates
that 8 times the system decided to retrieve informa-
tion from the FR sub-collection and these decisions
were correct (true positive).  Of course, our selection
procedure produces also errors, e.g., for the FR col-
lection, it decided four times to conduct a search
while this corpus did not hold any relevant informa-
tion (false positive).  

As an overall correctness indicator, we would
compute the accuracy of the decision rule by divi-
ding the number of correct answers (true positive +
true negative) by the number of cases.  Other evalua-
tion measures are depicted in Table 12b.  From
these results, it can be seen that the k-nearest neigh-
bors (k-NN) technique does not result in a satisfac-
tory overall performance.  Our selection rule is not
very sensitive and often fails to conduct a search
when it is appropriate.

Our selection procedure is thus far from perfect
and the retrieval performance it achieves is also af-
fected by its poor decision-making performance, as
shown in the last column of Table 13 (merging ac-
cording to the raw-score strategy, see Section 2.3).
Indicated in the second column of this table is the
average precision achieved when all the documents
formed a single huge collection (baseline).  Depicted
in the third column is the average performance we
might expect when, for all requests, we decided to
search in all the sub-collections and merged the four
result lists based on the raw-score merging strategy
(see Section 2.3).  Under the heading "Optimal
Selection" are listed the average precision obtained
using an error-free (perfect) selection procedure,
ignoring sub-collections having no relevant informa-
tion for a given query (merging done by the raw-
score scheme).   
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FR true state FBIS true state
prediction do retrieve no retrieve prediction do retrieve no retrieve
do retrieve 8 4 do retrieve 13 2
no retrieve 11 27 no retrieve 30 5
total 19 31 total 43 7

Table 12a:  Evaluation of Our Selection Procedure

Measure   \  Collection FR FBIS
Accuracy  (# correct decisions / # cases) 35 / 50 = 0.7 18 / 50 = 0.36
Sensitivity  (# true positive / # positive cases) 8 / 19 = 0.42 13 / 43 = 0.302
Specificity  (# true negative / # negative cases) 27 / 31 = 0.871 5 / 7 = 0.714

Table 12b:  Various Evaluation Measures of Our Selection Rule

Precision  (% change)
     Strategy Single No Selection Optimal Our Selection
Model Collection Selection Approach
OKAPI-NPN 29.65 27.39  (-7.62%) 29.31  (-1.15%) 22.64  (-23.64%)
LNU - LTC 24.57 23.75  (-3.33%) 24.55  (-0.08%) 19.25  (-21.65%)
ATN - NTC 26.25 24.64  (-6.13%) 26.18  (-0.27%) 20.51  (-21.87%)
NTC - NTC13.09 12.89  (-1.53%) 13.59  (+3.82%) 11.56  (-11.69%)
LTC - LTC 17.49 16.26  (-7.03%) 17.49  ( 0.00%) 13.61  (-22.18%)
LNC - LTC19.40 19.00  (-2.06%) 19.81  (+2.11%) 15.45  (-20.36%)
LNC - LNC 12.05 12.31  (+2.16%) 13.05  (+8.30%) 10.13  (-15.93%)
ANC - LTC 17.51 17.47  (-0.23%) 18.32  (+4.63%) 13.88  (-20.73%)
NNN - NNN 1.61 1.60  (-0.62%) 2.62  (+62.73%) 3.31  (+105.6%)
BNN - BNN 3.12 3.15  (+0.96%) 3.74  (+19.98%) 2.22  (-28.85%)

Table 13:  Average Precision of Various Selection Strategies and Merging Done
by the Raw-Score Strategy (Query = Title, Desc & Narr)

2.3.  Collection Merging

Recent works have suggested that some solutions
to the merging of separate answer lists may be ob-
tained from distributed information services.  As a
first approach, we might assume that each database
contains approximately the same number of pertinent
items and that the distribution of the relevant docu-
ments is the same across the servers' answers.
Based only on the ranking of retrieved records, we
might interleave the results in a round-robin fashion.
According to previous studies [Voorhees 95],
[Callan 95], the retrieval effectiveness of such inter-
leaving schemes is around 40% below the perfor-
mance achieved by a single retrieval scheme
working, with a single huge collection representing
the entire set of documents.  The third column of

Table 14 confirms this finding but to a lesser extent
(around -27%).  

In order to take account of the score achieved by
the retrieved document, we might formulate the hy-
pothesis that each information server applies the
same or a very similar search strategy and that the
similarity values are therefore directly comparable
[Kwok 95], [Moffat 95].  Such a strategy, called raw-
score merging, produces a final list, sorted by the re-
trieval status value computed by each separate search
engine.  However, as demonstrated by Dumais [94],
collection-dependent statistics in document or query
weights may vary widely among sub-collections;
and therefore, this phenomenon may invalidate the
raw-score merging hypothesis.  The fourth column
of Table 14 indicates the retrieval effectiveness of
such merging approach, showing a relatively inter-
esting performance in our case (degradation of around
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-2.5%).  Thus, the raw-score merging seems to be a
simple and valid approach when a huge collection is
distributed across a local-area network and operated
within the same retrieval scheme.  

As a third merging strategy, we may normalize
each sub-collection's retrieval status value (RSV) by
dividing it by each result list's maximum RSV.  The
fifth column of Table 14 shows its average precision,
representing surprisingly poor retrieval effectiveness
(average reduction of -25%).  

Finally, we suggest using the logistic regression
approach to resolve merging problems that have
shown interesting performance levels when merging
heterogeneous result lists produced by different
search models where only ranks of the retrieved
items are available as a key for merging [Le Calvé
99].  In the current case, the explanatory variables
are the logarithm of the rank of the retrieved item to-
gether with its score.  The average precision
achieved by this method shown in the last column
of Table 14 is similar to the raw-score merging
strategy.  

2.4.  Official Ad Hoc Runs

Our first official run (UniNET8St, ad hoc, auto-
matic, short queries) resulted in an average precision
of 29.06, 38 times greater than the median and for
two queries (#403, #416), it revealed the best re-
sults.  Our second official run (UniNET8Lg, ad hoc,
automatic, long queries) resulted in an average preci-
sion of 31.38, 40 times greater than the median and

for four queries (#416, #429, #431, #438), it re-
vealed the best results.  Both results were obtained
using the OKAPI retrieval scheme with blind query
expansion (α = 0.75, β = 0.75) and the system was
allowed to add 50 search terms to the original query
during feedback, with added terms extracted from the
5-best ranked documents.  

2.5. Conclusion

When dealing with distributed collections across
a local area network and using the same retrieval
model for all these sub-collections, our experiments
show that:

- Selection procedure, based on k-NN technique,
does not seem to be worthwhile approach;

- Based on various search strategies, it seems that
the raw-score approach might be a valid first at-
tempt for merging result lists provided by the
same retrieval model.
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Precision  (% change)
     Strategy Single Round Raw-Score Normalized Logistic
Model Collection -Robin Merging Score Regression
OKAPI-NPN 29.65 21.61  (-27.12%) 27.39  (-7.62%) 22.66  (-23.58%) 26.83  (-9.51%)
LNU - LTC 24.57 17.72  (-27.88%) 23.75  (-3.33%) 17.35  (-29.38%) 23.86  (-2.89%)
ATN - NTC 26.25 19.07  (-27.35%) 24.64  (-6.13%) 19.74  (-24.80%) 23.29  (-11.28%)
NTC - NTC 13.09 9.25  (-29.33%) 12.89  (-1.53%) 9.59  (-26.74%) 12.64  (-3.44%)
LTC - LTC 17.49 13.12  (-24.99%) 16.26  (-7.03%) 12.96  (-25.90%) 16.67  (-4.69%)
LNC - LTC 19.40 13.69  (-29.43%) 19.00  (-2.06%) 14.11  (-27.27%) 18.82  (-2.99%)
LNC - LNC 12.05 9.40  (-21.99%) 12.31  (+2.16%) 8.71  (-27.72%) 12.75  (+5.81%)
ANC - LTC 17.51 13.40  (-23.47%) 17.47  (-0.23%) 13.21  (-24.56%) 17.52  (+0.06%)
NNN - NNN 1.61 2.76  (+71.43%) 1.60  (-0.62%) 0.77  (-52.2%) 3.54  (+119.88%)
BNN - BNN 3.12 2.71  (-13.14%) 3.15  (+0.96%) 2.34  (-25.0%) 2.78  (-10.90%)

Table 14:  Average Precision of Various Merging Strategies (Query = Title, Desc & Narr)
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Official Run Name Average Precision # ≥ Median # Best
UniNET8St 29.06 38 2
UniNET8Lg 31.38  (+7.98%) 40 4

Table 15:  Summary of our Official Ad Hoc Runs
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Appendix 1:  Weighting Schemes

To assign an indexing weight wij reflecting the
importance of each single-term Tj in a document or
web page Di, three different factors may be taken into

account, denoted by the following three code letters
respectively:

- the within-document term frequency, denoted by
tfij (first letter);

- the collection-wide term frequency, denoted by dfj
(second letter);

- the normalization scheme (third letter).

In Table A.1, the document length (number of
indexing terms) of Di is noted by nti, and pivot and

slope are constant.  Finally, the OKAPI weighting
scheme for the document corresponds to:

wij  =  
(k1 + 1) . tfij

K + tfij
      

with K = k1 . 



(1 - b) + b . 

li
avdl

  

within which K represents the ratio between the
length of Di measured by li (sum of tfij) and the col-

lection mean denoted by advl.   

N new_tf  =  tfij (occurrence frequency of Tj in the document Di)

B new_tf  =  binary weight (0 or 1)

A new_tf  =  0.5  +  0.5 . (tfij / max tf in Di)

L new_tf  =  ln(tfij) + 1.0

L new_tf  =   [ln(tfij) + 1.0]  /  [1.0 + ln(mean (tf in Di))]

N new_wt  =  new_tf  (no conversion is to be done)

T new_wt  =  new_tf  . ln[N / dfj]

P new_wt  =  new_tf  . ln[(N - dfj ) / dfj]

N wij  = new_wt  (no conversion is to be done)

C divide each new_wt by sqrt (sum of (new_wts squared)) to get wij

U wij  =  new_wt  /  [ (1-slope) . pivot + slope . nti  ]

Table A.1:  Weighting Schemes


